New call for doctoral researchers

dynaMENT doctorate offers:
• Confidential one-to-one sessions with an experienced mentor
• Individual assessment, goal-setting including development plan
• Career workshops
• Peer mentoring

Take the opportunity to become a member of an exclusive career network. Benefit from the career expertise of other excellent researchers. Female* members of the project partners on PhD level are encouraged to apply.

Deadline for application:
2 July 2021

Contact: mentoring@dynaMENT.de
For application and further information:
www.dynaMENT.de

(*addresses everyone who feels targeted by the “dynaMENT Mentoring for Women in Natural Sciences” including trans, inter and non-binary candidates)
New call for doctorate & advanced researchers

dynaMENT offers:
• Confidential one-to-one sessions with an experienced mentor
• Individual assessment, goal-setting including development plan
• Peer mentoring
• Career workshops
• Networking events

Take the opportunity to become a member of an exclusive career network. Benefit from the career expertise of other excellent researchers. Female* members of the project partners are encouraged to apply.

Deadline for application: 2 July 2021

Contact: mentoring@dynaMENT.de
For application and further information:

www.dynaMENT.de

(*addresses everyone who feels targeted by the "dynaMENT Mentoring for Women in Natural Sciences" including trans, inter and non-binary candidates)
New call for advanced researchers

dynaMENT advanced offers:

• Confidential one-to-one sessions with an experienced mentor
• Individual assessment, goal-setting including development plan
• Peer mentoring
• Individual coaching
• Career workshops
• Networking events

Take the opportunity to become a member of an exclusive career network. Benefit from the career expertise of other excellent researchers. Female* junior professors, (junior) research group leaders and postdoctoral researchers of the project partners are encouraged to apply.

Deadline for application:
2 July 2021

Contact: mentoring@dynaMENT.de
For application and further information:

www.dynaMENT.de

(*addresses everyone who feels targeted by the “dynaMENT Mentoring for Women in Natural Sciences” including trans, inter and non-binary candidates)